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MUSKRAT WATERSHED COUNCIL (MWC) 

Meeting of the Board of Directors  

Meeting Minutes  

Whitewater Region Township Building - Downstairs 

Parking and entrance at back of building  

February 21, 2019, 6:30 P.M.

1. Call to Order and Record of Attendance

The meeting of the Muskrat Watershed Council was called to order at 6:38pm.

Attendance:

Present: Karen Coulas, Evelyn St. Amour, Erin Dolan, Andy Laird, David Thomassin, 

Rene Coulas, Megan Rae, Marie Janick Robitaille, Gerry Rook 

Regrets: Debbie MacDonald, Barbara Green, Julie Sylvestre, Brenda Wilson, Julie 

Truelove, Martin Gaudet, Sarah Hall, Nicholas Prud’homme, Tom Dolan, 

Andrea Bishop, Jeff Reeves  

Council Representatives Present:  Claus Trost, Township of Laurentian Valley Township 

Council Representative Present: Dave Mackay, Township of Whitewater Region,  

2. Adoption of Agenda

The agenda was first adopted by Claus and seconded by Megan.

3. Approval of previous minutes:

The minutes were first adopted by Rene and seconded by Megan.
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4. Treasurer’s Report  

- See attached document  

 

5. Director’s Reports: 

 

Agricultural Committee Update – Karen Coulas 

 

- There is a meeting tomorrow with Peter Doris at 2pm. We are discussing the soil testing 

project.  

- Rene has started to contact people for planting for the summer/fall of 2019. They are 

still hoping to find a bigger scale property along the river that could use some 

remediation. Last year, Rene spoke with Ian Byce about using his property. This could 

be a possibility this year. 

-    Dave and Julie believe that we should start finding potential projects for Laurentian 
Valley. They have given us money in the past and he thinks it would be worth looking 
into. They have previously mentioned that they would like to see us do projects that 
directly affect their taxpayers. Claus mentioned we should send a letter to Laurentian 
Valley asking for donations again this year, as they have a large area within our 
watershed. Claus can explain the issue to the council. Megan will get a map highlighting 
Laurentian Valley and end it to Claus. The idea was discussed to send a letter to 
Admaston Bromley again this year, as they are in the same situation. 

 

Science Committee Update – David Thomassin 

 

- Yesterday was the science meeting. They had OMAFRA, MOECP, and MNRF all 
participating in the meeting.  

- A big recommendation from the MOECP is that we need to look at different 
organizations and what we do (ie: Simcoe). They think we should attend a few of the 
Simcoe meetings and see what they are doing. In Simcoe’s case, they started as a 
volunteer organization and are now paying staff to work. Dave was told that Simcoe 
lobbied for their money from the government. Nicole from ECONSE mentioned she also 
knows an organization within Simcoe County that applied for grants and received 
money for one full time worker. One thing that was mentioned was that we should 
seek funding for a permanent employee that has a lot of experience in the watershed 
field. The trillium grant could potentially be a good place to gain funding. Julie Sylvestre 
thinks that a master’s student would take a job paying around $40,000 a year to gain 
experience. One issue with this idea is that we would need to have someone in charge 
of guiding this worker, and this would be difficult. Also, the Simcoe area is much larger 
than our area. The message from Victor is that Toronto knows that we are having these 
issues in our watershed. The recommendation is that we form a lobbying committee to 
lobby to government agencies and get something done for the watershed. In April we 
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are meeting with other watershed groups in Renfrew County, to try and come up with a 
common voice. 

- Controlled Tile Drain: Over the years, a lot of work has gone into this program. Julie and 
OMAFRA think that it would be good for the Agricultural committee to start finding 
more farms to install them. Based on previous years, you can tell the difference in fields 
that are using it and fields that are not. It was recommended that David Lappin or Mark 
Sunohara goes to farm meetings and discuss the idea. 

- Victor and Peter believe that we are reaching the point where volunteers are burning 
out. They think that it is hard to find people to commit to volunteering. They believe 
that the county is responsible for doing the work a conservation authority would be 
doing. This has been done in previous years, but it may be worth revisiting, as there is a 
new CAO at Renfrew County. We need the county to go to the province on our behalf. 

- The Harris Creek Drain channel: The ministers were discussing how something needs to 
be done for the Harris drain channel. They want to create sinks and have wetlands 
created in the area. There is public money available through Ducks Unlimited and 
Nature Conversancy of Canada. They would need to purchase the land from the 
landowners to do this project.  

- Racks at the beach: It was discussed that we are trying to find somewhere to buy racks 
for the beach. They are also called Debris boom. 

- Imagine Zeolite made a presentation to the science committee. MOECP asked us to 
reconsider the Imagine Zeolite project, as it could potentially be good. They would like 
it if we did some kind of pilot project. An issue with this is that it may not be possible to 
buy a small amount of zeolite. The product has been used more in Southern Ontario, 
but hasn’t been tested in Eastern Ontario. If we could run this program side by side 
with our steel slag program on a small scale, it could be useful. We could monitor the 
two programs and see what happens. 

- ECONSE: We know that there brewery and winery programs are working well. They 
haven’t done a big phosphorus removal project, so are still interested in testing their 
technology in our watershed. We had always spoken to Derek, and now we are 
speaking with Nicole Gibson. She is a grant writer with ECONSE and is an advocate for 
watersheds. She is ready to help us and Julie to apply for a grant together. The grant is 
for $25 000. They would like to have scientists come in and look at how we can improve 
water quality in our watershed. ECONSE would not install the system directly inside the 
watershed permanently. They would take water from the watershed, run it through the 
system, and see what happens. If they are able to demonstrate that this can work in 
our area, they will do the leg work to see if we can have it install the system on a 
smaller scale drain. The conversation was had with Julie that this is an opportunity that 
is right on our doorstep. ECONSE competed with many other companies and ended up 
in the top ten, they have a good system. If we could get that grant, we could use it to 
fund this program. Dave spoke with them yesterday and they will send us a proposal, so 
we are ready for grant applications. We would have an executive meeting, and make a 
decision from there. The grant is due in a month. 

- There is a job posting out for a summer student. The funding is coming out of the 
Trillium grant, with Watersheds Canada. Dave sent in an application to Ontario Summer 
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Jobs to see if we could get funding for a second employee. Watersheds Canada also 
applied.  

- There is a grant that was submitted to NICAN. If we get that, someone would be hired 
to supervise the summer students. We should hear back soon. 

- If we choose not to work with ECONSE, it was also recommended by the ministers 
attending the science committee meeting that we hire someone to come up with 
practical solutions to the problems we are facing. It would be helpful if we could find a 
specific topic to research (ex: find a specialist on marshes and have them find 
solutions).  

- Cobden Marsh: In the next few years, the whole marsh will change as the treatment 
plant is completely updated.  

- It was discussed that it could be beneficial to partner with other colleges and 
universities. Universities often have more money to fund masters programs and 
projects for students. Julie Sylvestre would be a good person to ask for connections and 
ideas on this topic.  

- Yesterday Dave, Megan, and Karen presented to Whitewater Township. It was 
mentioned last June that it would be a good idea to fix the berm.  

o Some background information on the berm: The lagoon was created in the late 
1970’s. Everything was sent from the treatment plant, into the Cobden marsh in 
the pool. Upgrades were made in the late 70’s. The sewage treatment plant 
stopped using the lagoon. The Civitan built the nature trail.  Nutrients from the 
septic bed were disturbed, and sent to the lake. When the ministry found out, 
they looked for repairs. They built a turtle habitat, bird boxes, and made 
improvements to the stream so that there are more spawning beds for fish. The 
project ended, and the berm was not improved. The area was being taken over 
by invasive species. The last work was in 2013. A study was done by JP2G on the 
wastewater treatment plant. It was recommended to do two phases. Phase one 
is to improve the plant. Phase two is to fix the marsh and the berm. Three 
presentations were sent to council and nothing came from it. When the project 
started to happen, phase two was taken out of the plan.  

- Dave, Megan, and Karen presented the issue to council under the assumption that it 
was the first time many have heard of it. Council said that right now the berm is 
something that they cannot focus on in the near future. Fixing the berm is not 
necessarily costly, but all of the assessments and permits could potentially be 
challenging. Initial costs (without hiccups) would cost around $7000. Problems or public 
concerns could change the price. Dave Mackay recommends that we should bring in a 
laid out plan to council to provide more information about costs, and a concrete plan. 
Our next step will be to create that plan. 

- Trash racks: Council likes the idea, and wants to be sure we have the proper permits. 
- Tree planting in Whitewater: If we do any properties, the CAO believes that we could 

apply to the community improvement plan to get money to cover the cost of the 
planting. Cattle fencing and septic inspections could also fall under the CIP. 

- Dave talked to Julie about the soil project today and if we could potentially partner with 
the college. She mentioned the best thing to do would be to talk directly to the college 
staff for the courses. Renfrew County Soil stewardship could potentially help out. 
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Fundraising Committee Update - Karen  

 

- We won the Thank a Retailer contest. We will be receiving $7500.  

 

Communications & Media  

 

- Megan redid the bingo poster. It will be sent out to the committee. 

- The publications page is up and running on the website. It has meeting minutes, past 

reports etc. It received 78 hits in one night, so people are obviously looking. We have 

had an increased amount of subscriptions to our newsletters.  

- We have posted ads looking for grant writers and researchers. 

- Jim Lawrence has offered to be the grant writer, but does not have time to research. 

Megan posted we need a researcher to help. Kate Potts has volunteered. She has a lot 

of experience in this field. 

- We are partnered with FOCA. We applied to host a succession seminar, they cannot 

come this year, but we have applied for 2020. 

- We are partnered with Ottawa Valley Yoga. Megan Chace is starting to do Yoga for a 

Cause every month. She does four sessions, every Saturday for a month. In the month 

of May, all donations will go to the Muskrat Watershed Council. 

- Megan has created a you tube channel for the MWC.  

- Your TV is going to be making three short videos for us, to show on their tv channel. We 

can post the videos on our you tube channel, but need to give credit to Your TV. 

- We now have a donation page on our Facebook page. It is linked up to the Canada 

Helps page. 

- The current banner we have for events is outdated. Megan will be making a new one.  

 

Recruiting Committee  

 

- No updates this month. 

 

6. Old Business – Updates 

 

- No updates that haven’t previously been discussed. 

- Dave is continuing to look into cyno bacteria testing equipment. More information to 

follow. 

- We should keep a running inventory of materials we have purchased and what they are 

being used for. Karen will make an inventory list. 

- We would like to do some planting along the lake where a clear cut was done. Andy will 

get contact information. 
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- Karen had an idea for a future video for Your TV. She suggested a general video 

showing Cobden Lake and talking about how we could use volunteers. 

- Dave had the idea that information about the beach, why it is sometimes closed, what 

is algae, etc. could be a good video. 

- We could always make new videos for our own You Tube channels.  

- Love your lakes would like us to provide testimonials from the program. We cannot at 

this time, because all of the reports were confidential. 

- We are hoping to receive the Rebecca 

- March 7th the growers association will be having a meeting. Karen and Rene will be 

attending to talk about the plantings. 

 

7. Other/New Business 

 

- We will write a letter to the township with concerns we have for properties around the 

lake.  

- The AGM will be Thursday August 15, 2019  

 

8. Next Meeting:  Thursday March 21, 2019  

 

NOTE:  WE WILL BE MEETING IN THE DOWNSTAIRS HALL WITH ENTRANCE AND PARKING 

THROUGH THE BACK. 

 

9.  Adjournment:   

 
 

Minutes recorded and submitted by:  _____________________________________________ 

                                                                    Erin Dolan, Secretary, Muskrat Watershed Council 

Approved by:   _________________________________________________ 

                            Karen Coulas, Chair, Muskrat Watershed Council
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MUSKRAT WATERSHED COUNCIL   TREASURER'S REPORT - February 2019  

    

 Meeting January 17, 2019 - Scotia Account Balance  $  17,270.27  Business Chequing Account  

    

Income  Expenses  

Soil & Crop Credit Memo (Returned e-transfer)  $          75.00  Service charge (Monthly fee & statement prep)  $             (7.00) 

BMO Transfer for MWC Logo Shirt  $          45.18    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

Total Income  $       120.18  Total Expenses  $         (7.00) 

    

Current Amount in Scotia Account  $  17,383.45    

(Note:  Float $240.60)    

    

        

    

    

January 17, 2019 - BMO Account Balance  $    4,957.36  SBCNA Charity Gaming Business Account  

    

Income  Expenses  

    

SBCNA-Stafford Bingol Payment - January 2019  $        640.47  Maintenance Fee - Oct 2018  $             (2.50) 

  MWC Logo Shirt from Impressions Computerized Embroidary  $           (45.18) 

  E-transfer service Charge  $             (1.50) 

    

Total Income  $       640.47  Total Expenses  $       (49.18) 

    

Current Amount in BMO Account  $    5,548.65    
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